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A new collection from “one of the world’s great essayists” (The New York Times)The Ghosts of
Birds offers thirty-five essays by Eliot Weinberger: the first section of the book continues his
linked serial-essay, An Elemental Thing, which pulls the reader into “a vortex for the entire
universe” (Boston Review). Here, Weinberger chronicles a nineteenth-century journey down the
Colorado River, records the dreams of people named Chang, and shares other factually
verifiable discoveries that seem too fabulous to possibly be true. The second section collects
Weinberger’s essays on a wide range of subjects―some of which have been published in
Harper’s, New York Review of Books, and London Review of Books―including his notorious
review of George W. Bush’s memoir Decision Points and writings about Mongolian art and
poetry, different versions of the Buddha, American Indophilia (“There is a line, however jagged,
from pseudo-Hinduism to Malcolm X”), Béla Balázs, Herbert Read, and Charles Reznikoff. This
collection proves once again that Weinberger is “one of the bravest and sharpest minds in the
United States” (Javier Marías).

"Eliot Weinberger ― in his original essays no less than in his work as a translator, editor, and
critic ― is a masterful curator. He is a restorer, an arranger, a presenter"― Justin Taylor, Barnes
and Noble.com"A new book of essays proves to be as erudite, compelling, and delightfully
strange as we have come to expect from Eliot Weinberger."― Brendan Driscoll, Booklist"These
exhaustively researched pieces are richly detailed and unfailingly interesting...dazzles as a
repository of knowledge and interpretation."― Kirkus"Over time, Weinberger has become known
for his unclassifiable prose, a mode in the twilight between prose poetry, amateur philological
essay, and literary criticism."― David S. Wallace, LA Review of Books"In The Ghost of Birds, part
of which is a continuation of the serial essay begun in An Elemental Thing, Eliot Weinberger
further establishes himself as one of our singular and singularly great essayists. A modernist
with the horror and absurdity of the 20th century behind him, Weinberger’s collection―which
moves from medieval Irish legends to contemporary politics and poetry―is tinged humor and
grace, fully alive to the weirdness of the world."― Stephen Spark, Lit Hub"Combining scholarly
authority with a moral allegiance to the arcane, the translator and editor Weinberger creates
genre-bending essays and prose poems to help us see the world anew. This eclectic collection
spans centuries and cultures and might make you wonder if there is anything its author doesn’t
know."― Daphne Kalotay, The New York Times"My favorite essayist is Eliot Weinberger. His
remarkable breadth of calm concern is impressive."― Gary Snyder, The New York Times Book
Review"His essays use lists, collages of information, and sometimes, as poetry does, varying
line breaks. They don’t read like anyone else’s work."― Christopher Byrd, The New Yorker"A
master of the infinite commentary on the astonishing variety of the world … I envy those who



have not yet discovered him."― Enrique Vila-Matas"One remains in silent amazement: How
does he find these stories? How does he know everything?"― Die Zeit"As is often the case with
brilliant writers, an Eliot Weinberger sentence cannot be mistaken for that of anyone else."― Will
Heyward, Australian Book Review"The brilliant net of details that Weinberger casts and recasts
in his various inventive approaches to form is precisely what constitutes a superlative poetic
imagination. And it’s what holds the essays―and us―trembling and raging and hallucinating
together."― Forrest Gander"Our personal favorite for the Nobel Prize."― Rolling Stone
(Germany)About the AuthorEliot Weinberger is an essayist, editor, and translator. He lives in
New York City.
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Travels with Herodotus (Vintage International)



Ronald, “Always engaging though the pattern of research and reporting sometimes becomes a
bit dull.. Interesting essays. Many of them are reviews of books. Weinberger always appears to
have done his research, so he can provide extensive history and context for the books he is
reviewing. He often has surprising observations, such as the fact (? I haven't verified the claim
yet) that the Tibetan Book of the Dead is a fake book produced in....Baltimore, if I recall
correctly! Always engaging though the pattern of research and reporting sometimes becomes a
bit dull.”

Leah Sullivan, “wonderful anthropological explorations of the meanings we make up to .... I have
not read anything comparable to this collection of essays, poetic manifestations of moments
from the ancient past, wonderful anthropological explorations of the meanings we make up to
give life meaning. I am very grateful to Mr. Weinberger for being the unique person he is and for
sharing his thoughts and creative genius. I feel fortunate. These are difficult times in which to find
one's bearings. I pick up this collection and become comfortable with the idea that we are all
marvelously insane creative beings in an awe-inspiring, indifferent world. Words make a
difference.”

Richard Blumberg, “Magical excursions; great bedtime reading.. An odd and wonderful book.
Weinberger's exercises in intellectual archaeology and poetic anthropology make for wonderful
bedtime reading. Each little essay has something in it that elicits a "wow!" or a smile. Each gives
you something interesting to think about, and they are short enough to let you read just one right
before you fall asleep, so that you have something truer and more pleasant to fill your mind than
the sad events that have come to darken our days and trouble our sleep.”

J. Myerov, “It's the details. Eliot Weinberger is an amazing writer. He brings in such great details
but also creates such interesting juxtapositions with details. I feel odd not being able to provide
actual details here and now in this review (I'm away from my bookshelf and desk at the moment),
but I do recommend the book very highly.”

KTB, “Five Stars. Not sure how I heard about this book.”

Joan Wood, “Reviews didn't lie. gREAT BOOK, ESPECIALLY THE ESSAY ABOUT Bush!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Highly recommended.”

melissa moore, “amazing book. it's perfect”

Wortfex, “Staunen lernen!. Weinberger lesen heißt staunen lernen. So einfach ist das.



Intellektuelle und Schriftsteller wie er werden nicht in Serie produziert. Gut, dass es solche
Stimmen gibt und noch besser, dass es Verlage gibt, die sie herausbringen. Wer etwas für
Calasso oder Borges übrig hat, der ist bei Weinberger gut aufgehoben. Zu empfehlen ist
ausnahmslos alles, was der Mann geschrieben hat und schreiben wird. Auf Deutsch haben
Berenberg und Suhrkamp einiges veröffentlicht, das Original ist aber wie immer vorzuziehen.”

The book by Daniel Stashower has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 35 people have provided feedback.
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